
• Kinetic electromagnetic simulation  using implicit 

energy-conserving PIC MI technique& 

• PIC Monte Carlo gas interaction package, 

Coulomb and neutral gas collisions 

• Accurate particle orbit calculated with under 

resolved frequencies: c >>1 or p >>1 

     The production of fusion-based electrical 

power may be feasible using a new compact 

high-β plasma confinement and heating 

scheme developed at Princeton Plasma 

Physics Laboratory (PPPL).  The realization 

of actual electrical power from the odd-parity 

Rotating Magnetic Field/Field-Reversed 

Configuration (RMFo/FRC) requires scaling 

the present low-energy but promising 

devices to higher energies. 

     An experimental facility, the PFRC-2, for 

studying the physics of plasma confinement 

and ion heating in a high-beta, compact, 

magnetic confinement configuration will be 

operational this year.  

      A first principles simulation model has 

already demonstrated first principles 

computational modeling of the PFRC-1 

device including gas breakdown, electron 

heating, and FRC formation over a 10-µs 

time scale.*  

      Standard magnetohydrodynamic and 

two-fluid computational techniques do not 

follow important physics in these devices 

because of large particle gyro-radii, the 

complex magnetic fields, including nulls, 

and chaotic heating mechanism.  Novel and 

rigorous computational tools are needed to 

design and guide next generation 

experiments. 
*D. R. Welch, S. A. Cohen, T. C. Genoni, and A. H. Glasser, Phys. 

Rev. Lett. 105, 015002 (2010). 

Introduction 

Motivation for LSP simulation 

New Magnetic Implicit Technique As in explicit simulation, RMF field penetrates at low plasma density, 

distorts somewhat as density > 1012 cm-3 

Initial three-dimensional fully kinetic MI Simulations of PFRC2 device 

underway that will stress computational resources 

Next generation device presents huge computational challenges 

Electron orbits are mixture 

 of cyclotron, betatron 

• Population of 

punctuated-betatron-

orbit electrons  

• Betatron orbits driven 

by E near midplane 

by RMFo  carries the 

azimuthal electrical 

current  

• Higher energy 

betatron orbits have 

low resistivity 

Need to model ion heating, macro and micro-instabilities, energy confinement, 
turbulence, etc. over millisecond time scale 

FRC/RMFo path to a  green compact high  

fusion energy plant 
Plasma confinement with closed 

fields lines (<5% RMF 
strength)* 
 

Dynamic stabilization of tilt mode 
via rotating magnetic fields 

 
 

Stochastic heating of ions to >100 
keV when RMF ci 
 

     advanced, aneutronic 
fuels -- p-B11 

*S.A. Cohen and R.D. Milroy, Phys. Plasmas 7, 2539 (2000) 
S.A. Cohen, Bull. Amer. Phys. Soc. 44, 596 (1999) 

Field Reversed Configuration 

RMFo 

antenna 

Diamagnetic loop  

diagnostics 

PFRC at PPPL* 

RMFo antennae drive a toroidal electron 

current and field reversal 
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Applied Bz 50 G, mirror ends 

3x1013 cm-3 neutral H2 gas is ionized by RMF 

to produce plasma – 1012 cm-3 for field reversal 
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Initial PIC modeling of the upgraded PFRC-2 device with odd-parity rotating magnetic fields 
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Particle En+1 = 0 

Add to 

implicit term 

in EM 

MI less noisy than Explicit PIC 

• Initial 6x1012 cm-3 D+ plasma density 

• Initial 2x1014 cm-3 D neutral density 

• RMF: 50 G, 5 MHz   Maximum  Bz > 1 T 

• Needs to run much faster utilizing 1000’s processors Evolution 

of J 

using MI 

RMF penetration 

inhibited by non-uniform 

plasma density, but gas 

density , initial plasma 

density  may be too high. 

&  T. C. Genoni, R. E. Clark and D. R. Welch, A Fast Implicit Algorithm for Highly 
Magnetized Charged Particle Motion, The Open Plasma Physics Journal 3, 36 (2010). 

Exp  MI 

Exp  MI 

(b)  (a)  RMF penetration very similar but 

FRC fields more smooth with MI 


